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TAKE BACK TEAM NEWSLETTER
IT IS ALL ARBITRARY

It is all arbitrary: social distancing, contact
tracing, masking in our schools!
Did you know that the new social distancing
standard in our schools is now 3 feet instead
of the 6 feet required last year? Why not 2
feet or 7 feet?
Did you know that the contact tracing period
is a loosely defined "2 days" as opposed to
the 72 hours last year? So what constitutes 2
days?
Did you know that the time period is now an
unspecified 15 minutes? Is it 15 consecutive
minutes as is the common understanding of
the term? Is it 15 cumulative minutes as it
was defined last year?
Did you know that the contact tracing is
REGARDLESS of masking?
SDR administration developed a plan to
promote safety and health (both mental and
emotional) but which demonstrates the
arbitrary nature and unproven basis of all the
mitigation practices for the spread of Covid.
SDR administration expects all of us to
accept the assurance that the school
administration knows what is best for our
children's health, education and well-being.
Why should we do so blindly and
unquestioningly?
Parents, students and community members,
we will not do so blindly and unquestioningly.
We will not relinquish the right to think
critically and make decisions for ourselves!
Check out the Hodag Preparedness Plan,
2021-2. Let’s ask questions and expect
answers from our administration. Together
we can keep our school administration
accountable to the constituency it serves and
true to our values and wisdom.
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The Truth About the FDA Approved Vaccine
With all the hype on FDA approved Vaccines, I think it is
important to share that the only FDA approved vaccine is
the COMIRNATY (COVID19 Vaccine, mRNA). We have
been deceived. Not all COVID-19 Vaccines are created
equal. I urge you to know what vaccine you and your loved
ones are being offered. Currently, the Comirnaty Vaccine is
not even available.

According to the FDA, the following Vaccines have been
designated as EUA (Emergency Use Authorization)
products: the licensed Moderna, Pfizer BioNTech, and
Janssen Vaccines. By doing so, the FDA has guaranteed the
vaccine a very significant liability shield, which means you
are not covered if any adverse reactions happen after taking
the vaccine. This is alarming!
The FDA admits these EUA Vaccines cannot be mandated,
as all remain under the EUA. Buried in the fine print of the
fact sheets, it states that "it is YOUR CHOICE [emphasis
added] to receive the COVID-19 Vaccine." The Vaccine fact
sheets will help arm you to avoid being forced to accept an
experimental vaccine. This of course is not widely known
because of the mass censorship and deception. We have
the ability to fight these mandates by presenting these to
anyone who tries to force vaccinations on students or
employees.
Source Links:
https://www.fda.gov/media/150386/download
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/no-one-canforce-you-pfizers-comirnaty-vaccine/
https://www.modernatx.com/covid19vaccine-eua/eua-factsheet-recipients.pdf
https://www.fda.gov/media/146305/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/144414/download
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PCR Tests
According to the Rhinelander School District, the School
Testing Site that will be available in the Hodag Dome in
the coming weeks will be utilizing PCR tests. This is a
huge concern for students utilizing these tests as the PCR
tests have been proven to be inaccurate, resulting in false
positives. Many doctors and scientists agree that PCR
tests are not to be used as diagnostic tests because of the
inaccuracy in identifying an inactive virus vs a live virus. In
addition, the PCR tests cannot differentiate between
Covid-19 and other flus. The World Health Organization
(WHO) suggests the PCR tests are merely an “aid for
diagnosis.” The WHO warns the medical field to “consider
any result in combination with timing of sampling,
specimen type, assay specifics, clinical observations,
patient history, confirmed status of any contacts, and
epidemiological information.” Therefore, a single positive
PCR test does not validate a diagnosis of COVID-19.
Unreliable testing protocols produce inaccurate test
results, inevitably causing unnecessary quarantines that
disrupt students from learning in schools. It is a burden on
the children as well as the parents who have to take time
off work to keep students home and juggle doctor
appointments to get clearance for reentry back to school.
It is clear there has been a major deception regarding
positive case numbers since the PCR test introduction in
February 2020. So much so that the CDC has published a
notice for clinical laboratories to stop using the PCR tests
by the end of 2021. We can’t trust the PCR Tests, so how
can we trust and support any decision by the school
district on past or current COVID protocols if the Health
Advisory Committee and School Board are basing their
faulty data on these illegitimate PCR test results? It’s
simple; we can’t.
Source Links:

https://rumble.com/vd70ip-world-health-organization-revises-pcr-testsafter-current-method-yielded-to.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-admits-covid-pcr-testhas-a-problem/
https://www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alertChanges_CDC_RT-PCR_SARS-CoV-2_Testing_1.html
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2021/02/who-issues-new-guidance-onuse-of-pcr-tests/
https://cdn.who.int/media/docs/default-source/substandard-andfalsified/who_infonotice_covid_nat_en.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/index.html

SIGN UP TODAY:

“Mainstream MEDIA
Media”
MAINSTREAM
A Take Back Team member recently shared
that her husband and she attended a
ticketed patriot event in Central City,
Kentucky, with some of the most
knowledgeable and powerful patriots in the
country at this time. It was amazing!!
It was not a huge event by any means, but
there were several thousand in attendance
as well as several thousand more watching
the livestream. The local media were not
happy they were not allowed in or granted an
interview, so they wrote a false hit piece that
got picked up and exploited by several larger
national publications including Newsweek.
Check out these contrasting stories at the
links below. This is a prime example of why
you do not want to get your news from
mainstream sources!
14 News Article
Newsweek Article
Conservative Journal
Some alternative news sources that we
recommend are:
https://www.dailywire.com/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
https://www.powerlineblog.com/
https://flashpoint.govictory.com/
rumble.com/c/FlashPoint
redvoicemedia.com
https://truthandliberty.net/

WANT TO CONTRIBUTE?
Have you uncovered informative that you would
like to share with the Take Back Team? All you
need to do is email it to us @
takebackteam@gmail.com

https://www.TakeBackTeam.com
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